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Abstract

This paper describes the evaluation of the system for selective
dissemination of Broadcast News that we developed in the con-
text of the European project ALERT. Each component of the
main processing block of our system was evaluated separately,
using the ALERT corpus. Likewise, the user interface was also
evaluated separately. Besides this modular evaluation which
will be briefly mentioned here, as a reference, the system can
also be evaluated as a whole, in a field trial from the point of
view of a potential user. This is the main topic of this paper.
The analysis of the main sources of problems hinted at a large
number of issues that must be dealt with in order to improve the
performance. In spite of these pending problems, we believe
that having a fully operational system is a must for being able
to address user needs in the future in this type of service.

1. Introduction
This paper describes the last stage of our involvement in the
ALERT European project1. The goal of this project was to
build a system capable of continuously monitoring a TV chan-
nel, and searching inside their news programs for stories that
match the profile of a given user. The system may be tuned
to automatically detect the start and end of a broadcast news
program. Once the start is detected, the system automatically
records, transcribes, indexes, summarizes and stores the pro-
gram. The system then searches in all the user profiles for the
ones that fit into the detected topics. If any topic matches the
user preferences, an email is send to that user indicating the oc-
currence and location of one or more stories about the selected
topics. This alert message enables a user to follow the links to
the video clips referring to the selected stories. The last stage of
this project was the field trial of the alert system.

The system includes three main blocks: a CAPTURE block,
responsible for the capture of each of the programs defined to
be monitored, a PROCESSING block, responsible for the gener-
ation of all the relevant markup information for each program,
and a SERVICE block, responsible for the user and database
management interface. A simple scheme of semaphores is used
to control the overall process [1].

In the CAPTURE block we have access to a list of programs
to monitor and their time schedule (expected starting and ending
time). This time information is the input to a capture program
that through a direct access to a TV cable network starts the
recording of the specified program at the defined time. This is
done using a normal TV capture board (Pinnacle PCTV Pro).

1http://alert.uni-duisburg.de
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capture program generates an MPEG-1 video and audio
ing file, with the audio at 44.1KHz, 16 bits/sample and
. When the recording process is finished, an MPEG-1 file
erated, together with the corresponding semaphore signal
ill initialize the next block.

the PROCESSING block, the audio stream extracted
the MPEG-1 file is processed through several stages that
ssively segment, transcribe and index it, compiling the re-
g information into an XML file.
he SERVICE block deals with the user interface, through a
web pages, and database management of user profiles and
ams. Each time a new program is processed, an XML file
erated and the database is updated. The matching between
ew stories and the user profiles generates a list of alerts

are sent to the users through an e-mail service.
he system has been implemented on a network of 3 ma-
s. These are ordinary PCs running Windows 2000 and
. The present implementation of the system is focused
monstrating the usage and features of this system for the
lock evening news broadcasted by RTP (Radio Televisão
guesa). RTP, the Portuguese user partner in the ALERT
ct, is interested on indexing every story and not only the
s according to certain profiles. To accomplish this index-
sk, we based our topic concept in a thematic thesaurus
tion that was used at RTP in their manual daily index-
rocess. This thesaurus follows rules which are generally
ed within EBU (European Broadcast Union) and has an
chical structure with 22 thematic areas in the first level.
ugh each thematic area is subdivided into (up to) 9 lower
, we implemented only 3 in our system. In fact, it is diffi-
represent the knowledge associated with a deeper level of

sentation due to the relative small training data in our au-
ic topic indexation method. This structure, complemented
geographic (places) and onomastic (names of persons and
izations) descriptors, makes our topic definition. The use
s hierarchically organized structure makes the Portuguese

significantly different from the one developed by the
h [2] and German [3] partners of the project, and from
pe of work involved in the TREC SDR Track [4].
ach component of the PROCESSING block was evaluated
ately, using the ALERT corpus specifically collected for
ng, development and evaluation purposes during different
ds in 2000 and 2001. Likewise, a separate evaluation of
er interface itself also took place, conducted by RTP. The
s of the modular evaluation will be briefly mentioned here
ctions 2, for the PROCESSING block, and 3, for the user
ace. The main topic of this paper is the description of our
eld trials, which will be addressed in Section 4.



2. Evaluation of the main components of
the PROCESSING block

This section tries to give an overview of the most relevant results
of the main components of the PROCESSING block. For the
sake of space, the technical description of these components
will be omitted.

2.1. Audio segmentation, classification and clustering

The first stage of the PROCESSING block extracts the audio file
from the MPEG-1 stream downsampling it to 16kHz, disregard-
ing, for the time being, any information that could be derived
from the video stream. The resulting file is then processed by a
Jingle Detector, where we select the program’s precise start and
ending time, and cut the commercial breaks.

The new audio file containing only the relevant parts of the
program is then fed through an Audio Segmentation module [5].
This module segments the audio file into homogeneous regions
according to background conditions, speaker gender and special
speaker id (anchors).

The audio segmentation module achieved a miss ratio of
14% in terms of segment boundary detection and an insertion
ratio of 18%. Each segment is then classified into speech/non-
speech, achieving an error rate of 4.4% for tagging speech seg-
ments as non-speech. Gender classification is used next as a
mean to improve speaker clustering. The misclassification rate
was 7.1%. Background classification turned out to be a very
hard task, namely because there are many segments in the train-
ing material with music plus noise. Segments that were labeled
as containing speech are then divided into sentences by an en-
ergy endpoint detector, that crudely assumes that a speech pause
will correspond to an end-of-sentence boundary. Unfortunately,
the news reporters and news anchors do not always make a
breath pause at the end of sentences. Presently, this is the major
source for incorrect sentence boundaries, causing a significant
degradation at the output of the recognizer [6].

The next module of this block tries to cluster all speech
segments that were produced by the same speaker. The clusters
can then be used for an acoustic model adaptation in order to im-
prove the speech recognition rate, namely for frequent speakers,
such as anchors. Speaker cluster information can also be used
by topic detection and story segmentation algorithms to deter-
mine speaker roles inside the news show. Our method achieves
a cluster purity greater than 97%. The anchor identification
module that follows this clustering stage includes speaker mod-
els for the current three anchors of the 8 o’clock news, achieving
a deletion rate of 9%, and an insertion rate of 2%.

2.2. Speech recognition

The current version of the AUDIMUS speech recognition sys-
tem, that corresponds to the second stage of the PROCESSING
block, has a vocabulary of 57k and was retrained with over 45
hours of BN data [7]. The corresponding OOV rate is 1.4%. For
the F0 focus condition (planned speech, no background noise,
high bandwidth channel, native speech), the system achieved a
word error rate of 14.8%. The average WER for all conditions
was 26.5%. These results were obtained at 7.6 xRT on a Pen-
tium III 1GHz computer running Linux with 1Gb RAM.

The fact that our audio segmentation module produces more
sentences than it should (when compared with manual segmen-
tation) and usually shorter and more subdivided has a negative
impact in terms of language model errors near incorrect sen-
tence boundaries.

2.3.
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Topic segmentation and indexation

hird stage of the PROCESSING block tries to cluster the
ribed segments into stories and assign them one or more
within the thesaurus [8]. This is done taking into account
aracteristic structure of broadcast news programs. They
lly consist of a sequence of segments which can either be
s or fillers. Our topic segmentation algorithm is based on a
imple heuristic that assumes that all new stories start with
ent spoken by a speaker identified as anchor. It identifies

anscript segments belonging to the most frequent speaker-
mber (the anchor), and defines potential story boundaries
ry transition non-anchor transcript segment/anchor tran-
segment. In the next step, we try to eliminate stories

re too short, merging them with the following segments.
lgorithm achieved a normalized value for the segmenta-
ost of 0.84 for a priori target probability of 0.8 (using cost
s of miss and false alarms as adopted in TDT2001 [9]).
ne of the reasons for boundary deletion is related to filler

ents, introduced by the anchor. Using the crude heuristics
ibed above, the boundary mark will be placed at the begin-
of the filler region and no additional boundary marks will
ced in the beginning of the following story.
nother reason for boundary deletion is the presence of

ple anchors. Some of the programs in our corpus had in
wo anchors, one of which was responsible only for the

stories. Our simple heuristic does not yet support multi-
chors. The story boundaries introduced by the latter will
missing.
he next stage is topic indexation. To measure the perfor-
e of our algorithm, an experiment was done using the sto-
f the ALERT evaluation corpus with manually placed story
aries and automatically transcribed texts. We ignored all

segments. For the first level of the thesaurus, the algorithm
ved 73.8% correctness. For the second and third levels, the
s achieved a precision of 76.4% and 61.8%, respectively,
e accuracy is rather low given the high insertion rate (order
%).
fter this classification stage, a post-processing segmenta-
tep is performed, in order to merge all the adjacent seg-
classified with the same topics.
ne of the most relevant issues in terms of indexation is

ple topics. In fact, most of the stories in the ALERT corpus
been classified into more than one topic. Very recently, we
improved our algorithm in order to assign multiple topics
ory [10]. This improvement, however, was not yet in place
g the evaluation period. The post-processing strategy to be
with multiple topics still needs to be discussed.
he last stage of the PROCESSING block involves the gen-
n of a title and a summary. The current version assumes
he opening sentence of the story is a good approximation

title, and that the first few sentences provide a good sum-
This simple solution turned out satisfactory, in spite of

completely dependent on the story segmentation process.

3. Evaluation of the user interface
e user interface, there is the possibility to sign up the
e, which enables the user to receive alerts on future pro-

s, or to search on the current set of programs for a specific
The field trials so far concerned only the first possibility.
hen entering for the first time (registration), or when log-

into the system, users have access to two different web
. One page is a form for entering personal information;



another is a form for choosing the topics that define the user
profile. The profile definition is based on a thematic indexation
with three hierarchical levels, just as used in the PROCESSING
block. Additionally, a user can further restrict his/her profile
definition to the existence of onomastic and geographical infor-
mation or a free text string. The profile definition results from
an AND logic operator on these four kinds of information. For
instance, a user may choose the following combination of third-
level thematic descriptor AND onomastic descriptor:
(Sports and Leisure (Sports Modality (Sports with Ball))) AND
Sporting

A user can simultaneously select a set of topics, by multiple
selection in a specific thematic level, or by entering different
individual topics. The combination of these topics can be done
through an ”AND” or an ”OR” boolean operator.

The alert email messages include 4 different fields. The first
includes the title of the news broadcast, the date, the time the
system finished processing and sent the email and a percentage
score indicating how well the story matched the chosen profile.
E.g.: Telejornal + 2003-03-11 + 00:07:40 + 65%

The second field includes the title of the story and a URL
where one could find the corresponding RealVideo stream. The
third field of the alert message summarizes its main contents,
and the fourth one discriminates the topic categories that were
matched in the presented story. The system groups in the same
email to the user all the alert messages corresponding to the
matched topics for that user for a given broadcast show.

The user interface was evaluated according to a form dis-
tributed by RTP in which several aspects such as suitability for
the task, self-descriptiveness, controllability, conformity with
user expectations, and learnability were scored on a 5-point
scale. The worst scores were assigned to self-descriptiveness,
an aspect which in fact we had little time to improve.

4. Field Trials
This section starts by describing the contents of the evaluation
forms that were distributed among the field trial participants.
It then presents our first results and discusses the feedback ob-
tained from these tests.

4.1. Global Evaluation form

The global evaluation forms should be filled independently for
each selected topic. The form includes three parts. The first
part is supposed to be filled while the evaluator is watching the
TV Broadcast. Every time a story is presented about the chosen
topic, the evaluator should take down the date of the broadcast
and provide a short description of the story. The second part
is supposed to be filled after the usual time for receiving alert
messages. It includes, for each story actually observed, the fol-
lowing questions:

� Did you receive an alert message? Yes/No

� If yes, classify

– start -2; -1; 0; +1; +2

– end -2; -1; 0; +1; +2

– subdivided into several alert messages? Yes/No

� Observations

The first question indicates if there was a hit or a miss.
The 5-level timing scale, used in case of a hit, should indicate
whether the system segmented the story correctly (0 for start
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The 2 levels on each side are subjective indications of
acceptable (+/-1) or less acceptable (+/-2) story bound-
With this 5-level scale we were not able to catch the

ions where a story appears subdivided into several alert
ges, so asked the users to mark these occurrences. The
part of the form should also be filled after receiving the
messages. For each topic, the participant should list all
alarms received (including the date and title of the story).

Field trial results

ystem was initially tested by 4 researchers who were part
INESC ID Alert team and helped debugging the system.

this pilot phase, all the other researchers of the group were
d to register as potential users. The global evaluation in-
d only 8 other evaluators, so the results are not yet signif-

In fact, having tried not to influence the potential users
ir profile definition, we have found that some researchers
sub-sub-topics which were too rare, which caused too few

ation forms to be received. The evaluation period started
beginning of February, but the impossibility of maintain-
e system at the original RTP location originated its re-

lation at INESC ID, which caused a significant interrup-

ltogether, the potential users filled short descriptions of 47
s and reported only 1 false alarm. Table 1 shows our still
reliminary results:

No. stories 47
No. hits (total) 31
No. hits with Start = -2 2

Start = -1 5
Start = 0 19
Start = +1 4
Start = +2 1

No. hits with End = -2 2
End = -1 4
End = 0 18
End = +1 5
End = +2 2

No. subdivided stories 0

Table 1: Global results.

Discussion

nalysis of the different sources of error reported by the
ators already allowed the improvement of different aspects

system. One of the aspects concerns the performance
only free strings are specified in a profile vs. specify-

thematic domain or sub-domain. As expected, free string
ing is more prone to speech recognition errors, specially
involving only a single word that may be erroneously rec-
ed instead of another. Onomastic and Geographic classi-
n, for the same reason, is also currently error prone. It is
on simple word matching, with no attention to context,

aborate named entity extraction methods. This can cause,
stance, the detection of the onomastic descriptor Pena in a
nce like vale a pena (it is worth).
hematic matching is more robust in this sense. However,
esaurus classification using only the top levels is not self-



evident for the untrained user. For instance, should a user who
chose Science and Technology as a topic consider an alert mes-
sage about the occurrence of an earthquake as a hit? In order to
verify if a top level has been correctly assigned, one may have
to search the corresponding lower level descriptors.

A frequent criticism concerned the merging of several news
into a single one. In fact, this occurred mainly with the topic
sports with ball which proved to be very popular. Being a
third-level topic, several news about football involving differ-
ent teams were grouped in the same alert message. This is in
accordance with the current limitations of the system to third-
level topics, because of the lack of topic annotated material to
adequately train lower level models. However, the amount of
training material is significantly different from topic to topic,
so a different strategy, allowing lower level definition whenever
a sufficient amount of training material is available, might be
more useful in the long term. In fact, the large miss percentage
is mostly due to the lack of training material for certain topics.

When the evaluation was done using only a single topic for
each story, errors were much more frequent, as there were fre-
quent oscillations. For instance, the first part of a story on a
pedophilia case that is about to go court may be classified under
ethics and the second under law. On the other way, false alarms
in anchor detection may cause the splitting of a story in those
cases where there are topic oscillations along the story.

Missing the anchor detection may have too much nega-
tive impact on the system, as this causes several stories to be
grouped together. This has called our attention to the fact that
this component has been fine tuned using a too small develop-
ment corpus and also to the fact that we need a more elaborate
segmentation strategy.

The fact that the partial evaluation of each component was
done using a test corpus that did not significantly differ in time
from the training and development corpus, contributed to a cer-
tain adequacy of the chosen lexicon and language models that
is not observed any longer, almost two years after.

A major world wide event, such as war in Iraq, has also
a great impact on the performance. The duration of the news
show greatly exceeds the normal recording times, which has
caused missing the last part of the broadcast, even when us-
ing fairly large tolerance values for the recording times. The
percentage of the broadcast that is devoted to this topic is obvi-
ously very large. Rather than being classified as a single story,
it is typically subdivided into multiple stories on the different
aspects of the war at a national and international level, which
again shows the difficulty of achieving a good balance between
grouping under large topics or subdividing into smaller ones.

5. Concluding remarks
The above evaluation results and subsequent discussion has
hinted at a large number of issues that must be urgently dealt
with in order to improve the performance of the system.

� Retraining models for additional anchors;

� Expanding and periodically updating the vocabulary;

� Periodically updating language models;

� Improving the topic segmentation strategy using more
robust features;

� Retraining topic models with additional topic annotated
data, eventually using the feedback from the evaluation
forms about the matched stories;

� Improving multiple topics indexation and segmentation;

�
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[10]
Improving the sentence boundary detection strategy;

Introducing named entity extraction methods to enhance
onomastic and geographic indexation;

Improving summarization techniques.

espite this large shopping list, we would like to stress the
hat having a fully operational system is a must for being
o address user needs in the future in this type of service.
ur small panel of potential users was unanimous in find-
ch type of system very interesting and useful, specially
they were often too busy to watch the full broadcast and

such a service they had the opportunity of watching only
ost interesting parts. In spite of the frequent interruptions
system, due to the fact that we are actively engaged in

provement, the reader is invited to try it by registering at
/sagres.inesc-id.pt.
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